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Measurements have been made of' the interference loads arisinG from the 
interaction between a mainstream and a idatively large jet &3?lUX emerging 
from the lower surface of a bluff body. As the ratio of mainstream velocity 
to jet eff'lux velocity is increased from zero, Lhe lift incromont due to the 
jet is initially reduced and a nose-up morncnt is produced. Tnc mttximum loss 
is about a quarter of the installed thrust but at hi$er values of the velocity 
ratio some lift recovery occurs, Similnr trends are observed vrith a :ving 
fitted but the lift recovery at high velocity ratios and the ,zssociated n&se-up 
moment3 are greater due to additional circulation lift carried on the wing. 

An attempt has been made :.o deduce the interference loads due to an 

intake from the difference between these results and tllosc for n geometrically 
similar lifting-fan model, This analysis suggests that the inl,c.ll;c flow gives 
rise to large lift and nose-up moment increments ublch arc augmented by the 
presence of a wing. 

Replaces R.A.E. Technical Note No. Aero 2971 - ARC 26390 
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1 INTROIXIC~ON 

far?'* 
Earlier tests made on a bluff body contsinini; a relstively large lifting- 

have revealed considerable variation in the li.3 ,and nose-up pitching 
moment increments associated with 1%~ lifting system ~1s the mainstre,am velocity 
is increased, particularly with wings fi-lted to the model. There is a region 
of wake-like flow on the lower surface of t:le body behind %hc jot efflux while, 
at higher mainstream velocities, substantial jet-induced circulation seems to 
be present. As regards intake conditions, arguments, in which tlle sink flow 
at the intake is superposed on mainstream flow, imply lower pressures ahsad of 
the intake exactly balancing higher pressures behind the in-take thus giving a 
nose-up moment but with zero nett change in lift. A corresponding sim:lle theory 
for the interaction between t;?e mainstream and the jet ef'fllc; cannot readily be 
formulated since a source flow is not ul,propria-kc to 1lcprescnt a directed jet. 
In practice, under the influence of the mainstream, the cmcrgenl; jot is dis- 
torted and deflected rearwards; in the procenn secondary flows are initiated 
within the jet which quickly develop into the -Iwo trailinfi vorticco typifying 
the breakdown of a deflected jet, This flow field is not readily ‘amenable to 
simple theoretical analysis though some plvogress is now beins made at R.A.?:. 
towards this end. 

In order to determine the relative mnznitude of the intake and efflux 
effects, it was decided to test a model with only the offlux represented i.e. 
a model fed with compressed air. These iVSUlt3 COjll$ then be compared with 
those available from the similar lifting-fan model 2 - ‘and the intake interference 
loads could then be deduced from the differences between them. 

2 DETAILS OF PiODC?, ADD T!X?S ---- --- 

Tests were made in the Ro.1 114. x 8:. ft wind-tunnel st i?L.JAoD. Farnborough 
on the model illustrated in Fig.2, which is a half scale 
version of the liftinS-fan model of Ref.1 and 2 with only 312 j;t cfflux 
represented. The body could be 'estcd in isolation or TLi th :~n unstacpt wing 
of gross aspect ratio either -i.f;!b or ?.OP, (Fig.3); those reptcscn-t gross 
spans of twice and four times the body ~idtll. The Vdil~ couli;. be fitted in 
either a high or low position with i-;, : '; mid-choj-d point hcJ.fway along the 
body; the wing-body angle was zero throu@lout. A ci;+cul:r dur:i!. ~~~ssuro 
box (Fig./+) was fitted into the bo$: cith its ccntrc at l.'le ;5.d-soil:; of the 
body. The model ivas suspended on a strut rig from tll&J ovorho,ad balano \vith 
the moment centre 4.8 in. above the centre 0;' the jot o::it; bu-:; the ~r~sdks 

have been co!-rcctcd to give moments about the cent:-c ol^ the jet exit. 

The external air-feed system is illustratsd sc!lcm:ltic:illy -in Pig.1. 
Compressed air was passed through a 3 in. dimetcr riqg-main into eight c;lunlly 
spaced flexible tubes and hence into i:he baso of' the brass strut lcadln;; to the 
pressure box (Fig.3) inside the model. A strut gunr6, e::Wlding r"rom the floor 
of the tunnel to a point about 3 inchr?s from the upper su3'acc of the model, 
was used to protect most of the strut from cxtcrnal aorodyn3ilic forccc. In' die 
small part of the strut exposed to ihe mains;rcnm had an clliDtic c:*oss-section 
but, within the strut guard, the section quickly changed. to a circle with its 
diameter equal to the major axis of 'ihe ellipse. Inside the body, the toy. of 
the pressure-box could be changed (Pig.l+) so that6 with l2lC strut vartica1, 
the model incidence could be set at an@cs of -10 , 0 and +-IO'. 



The perforated-plate in the pressure-box was designed to choke when passing 
3 lb of air per second at a 3:l pressure ratio in an attempt to provide a 
reasonably uniform efflux for a jet velocity of 180 ft/sec. Further flow 
smoothing was obtained from the gauze screen situated 2 in. upstream of the 
nozzle. 

In view of the heavy weight of the brass air-feed strut (45 lb), it was 
necessary to ensure very good repeatability of incidence in order to avoid 
prohibitive *tare' changes in pitching moment readings due to weight redistribu- 
tion. Incidence was therefore measured by reflecting a be,un of light from a 
concave mirror in the model to a ground glass screen in the tunnel roof. The 
calibration of this screen gave about 2 inches movement per degree so that the 
incidence could be maintained within 40.02 degrees, even with an allowance for 

-model vibrations at relatively high mainstream velocity. The absolute angle 
of incidence was measured wsith an inclinometer at zero mainstream velocity. 
In passing, it should be mentioned that, for later test&, the brass strut was 
replaced with one made from araldite and glass-cloth with a consequent weight 
reduction from 45 lb to 9 lb. 

3 TEST PROCEDURE 

The.mass-flow rate of the compressed air was measured with the aid of a 
4 in. diameter orifice plate in a 6 in. diameter supply pipe. The jet.eIfflux 
velocity (VJ) was determined from the mass flow, ns the mean velocity through 
the exit which had an area of 0.2 sq ft: fortunately, mainstrcsm flon llad no 
effect on the m&s flow for a given supply pressure. Static pressure measure- 
ments were also made at the base of the strut and inside the pressure-box. 

The uniformity of the jet efflux was investigated with a pitot-static 
rake mounted in the exit plane of the nozzle. This rake consisted of a central 
pitot-tube and radial arms, at 60' stagger, each containing three pitot tubes 
positioned at centres of equal area. Twelve static-pressure tubes were mounted 
on six radial arms midway between the pitot-tube so that the local velocity 
could be obtained at 37 equally spaced points in the plane of the exitoby tak- 
ing pressure measurements with the rake at two rotational positions 30 apart. 
The unmodified pressure-box gave a very hi& core to the ef'flux (approximately 
twice the mean velocity) but this could be reduced by blocking the central 
holes in the perforated plate. An optimum velocity distribution (pig.5) was 
obtained using a blockage circle of 2z;i.n. diameter (Fig.&) which reduced the 
variations in velocity to within ?2Q% 3f the mean value. 

The exit nozzle could be replaced with a blanking plate either for datum 
measurements on the model without jet efflux or for measuring the constraints 
imposed on the,ri g when pressurised. The latter measurements showed that the 
constraints varied linearly with pressure and at the standard excess pressure 
of 40 p.s.i. (i.e. the pressure required to give an efflux velocity of 
180 ft/sec) amounted to:- 

Lift -1.9 lb 
Drag +O.l lb 
Pitching moment +0.4 lb ft 

Appropriate corrections have been applied throughout. 
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At angles of incidence of 0 and +lO", measurements were made of the 
lift, drag and pitching moment of the model, both with and vrithout wings, over 
a range of mainstream velocity from 0 to 140 ft/sec with ef'flux velocities of 
0, 110, 150 and 180 ft/sec (pressure-box excess pressures of 0, 20, 30 and 
40 p.9.i.). From an assessment of the scatter <and degree of correlation of 
the experimental results, the measuring accuracy is estimated as & lb on lift, 
l/IO lb on drag and $-lb ft on moment: those figure3 should be comp3re.d with 
the installed thrust of 22 lb, 15 lb and 3 lb for input excess pressures of 
40, 30 and 20 p.s.i. 

4 EXPEXIMIZIVTAL NWJLTS 

The increments in lift, drag and pitching moment (AL, AD and AR) due to 
the jet efflux have been made non-dimensional by dividing by the installed 
static thrust (T) or 
jet exit diameter (a). 

for the moments, by the procluct of this thrust and the 
Plots of these increments against the velocity ratio 

WV are given in FiGs,&13 for the various model configurations at angles 
of incidence of 0 and 210' over a range of jet veloci'cy from 110 to I80 f't/sec. 
All the zero incidence results are compared in Fig.14, but, for clarity, 
symbola have here been deleted. Although the results are quoted for values of 
the velocity ratio up to slightly above uniti, it will. be arpreciated that 
under normal operating conditions it is unlikel,y that lifting;-jet en&nes 
would be used at mainstream velocities (Vo) grentor than about hdf the jet 
efflux velocity (V,)'s. 

As the mainstream velocity is raised from zero there is a progressive 
reduction in the lift increment due to the jet efflux. Initially the lift 
loss on the isolated body (Fig.Ga) appears to be roportiond 
of the mainstream velocity (i.e. ACL = a constant P 

to the square 
but, when the velocity 

exceeds two-fifths of the efflux velocity, there is a retiuction in the rate 
of increase in lift loss and, eventually, a maximum loss of approximately a 
quarter of the installed thrust occurs when the mainstream velocity is about 
two-thirds of the efflux velocity. The magnitude of the lift-loss increases 
with increase of incidence in the positive 3ense while the velocity ra&io at 
which this maximum loss occurs is simultaneously reduced. Thus at +I0 
incidence nearly one-third of the inddlcd thrust is lost at a velocity 
ratio of 0.5 while at -IO0 incidence the maximum lift loss is reduced to a 
sixth of the installed thrust and this doe3 not occur until the vel0ci.Q 
ratio is 0.7. These lift losnes originate in a region of low pressure on 
the undersurface of the body behind the jet exit which is created by the 
interference between the efflux and the mainstream. At the Ligher mainstream 
velocities, J 'et-induood circulation leads to some recoveri in the lil"t but, 
even at the highest velocity ratio tested (VpJ = 1.2), there is still some 
lift loss at zero incidence. However, full recovery has occurred ct either 
+lO" incidence before the mainstream velocity is equal to the cfflux velocity. 

*Higher velocity ratios can occur while the cn@nes are being started 
or shut-down in flight though these will be of a transient nature while 
conditions of high velocity ratio are naturally of interest from snfcty 
aspects and also to allow for futuro developments. 
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The effect of wings on the lift increment can be studied in Fig.llc. The 
presence of the win, c increases the initial rate of lift loss as the mainstream 
velocity is raised, and &LSO slightly increases the magnitude of the maximum 
loss, particularly for the low wing position. The velocity ratio for maximum 
lift 1033 is reduced by increasing the wing aspect ratio a3 well as by lower- 
ing the wing position on the body. However, the lift recovery is far greater 
than on the isolated body and is raised by increasing the v:ing span and by 
lowering the position of the wing on the body. For ex,ample, at a velocity 
ratio of unity with the large -span wing in the low position on the body, the 
lift increment due to the jet efflux is more than twice the installed thrust. 

For fundamental considerations of the mainstream interference effects, 
it is appropriate to take momenta about the centre of the jet exit. Initially 
the nose-up moment, like the lift decrement, appears to vary as the square of 
the mainstream velocity (Fig.14b) but, at higher velocity ratioa, the rate of 
increase in moment is reduced until, at velocity ratios above n half, the 
moment increases linearly with further increase in mainstream velocity. The 
effect of adding a wing is to produce larger interference momenta which 
increase with wing span. Further, larger moments are experienced with a low 
wing than with a high wing. These results are consistent with the lift changes. 

The thrust component, due to the inclination of the vector with the 
model at incidence, has been removed from the drag results of Figs.11, 12 and 
13 so that the true interference drag loads may be recorded. In gencr,ol, the 
drag increment increases as the mainstream velocity is raised. However, at 
positive incidence there is a small thrust increment at low speeds. This 
thrust at positive incidence presumably originates from the resolved component 
of the reduced lower surface pressure which also gives rise to the lift 1033. 
A3 the velocity ratio is increased, this thrust is overwhelmed by the induced 
drag associated with circulation lift. 

5. INTElU?ElUNCE ASSOCIATZD UI'III AN INTAIQX 

The present series of tests have investigated the interference loads 
associated vith the jet efflux from a lifting-jet mounted in a body or nacelle. 
Other teats I? have also been made on a geometrically similar lifting-fan model 
though at twice this sdale, An estimate of the intake effects can be obtained 
from the differences between these two sets of tests provided '-hat the results 
are in'a comparable form. The fan--unodel results in Kef.2 were made non- 
dimensional by dividing by the installed static thrust (T ) 

s 
and plotted against 

a velocity ratio VobJT where VJT is defined from To = pV+,. I-fowever, 
measurements in the duct showed that the efflux velocity (V,) was not only 
greater than this VJT -value but also increased ;vith mainstrcarn velocity thus 
simultaneously increasing the installed thrust (T). Incorporating an allow- 
ance for this v,ariation of efflux momentum with mainstrcnm velocity, the force 
and moment increments (AL/To, AD/T, and AM/Tad) have now been reduced by a 

fat tar (VJo/+JJ > * and plotted against‘the velocity ratio Vo/vJ (Figs.15, 17 

and 19). where VJo and V J are respectively the efflux velocity at zero msin- 
stream velocity and in the presence of the mainstream. Figs.lG, 18 and 20 
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give the deduced interference loads due to the intake and, for comparison, 
the measured interference loads due to the jet ef'f'lux. Unfortunately no 
measurements were made with a low wing on the lifting-fan model so the results 
are limited to the high wing configuration. 

In the presence of the mainstream, the intake flow produces a positive 
lift increment thus conflicting with the net 
from simple sink considerations3. 

lift change of zero predicted 
On the isolated body this upload is small 

until the mainstream velocity exceeds about a quarter of the efflux velocity 
after which it rises rapidly, though linearly, wit11 furlihx incrrzse -i.n 

velocity ratio at a rate a(+) = 1.0. Installation of the high wing 

leads to considerable additional lift incrcmcnt 9 with quite significant 
benefits accruing even at ih lower values of velocity ratio. 

A simple estimate of the intake momentum drag associated with the turn- 
ing of the mainstream into the duct would give ;L vnlue pVuTrJSi/T = Vo/vJ. 

The deduced values are in excess of this estimate (Fig.18) thou&h the rate of 
increase with velocity ratio is as prodictcd. There is allso a slight tcnderlcy 
for the drag increment to incrcnse with wing aspect ratio. 

The moment increment is 
WV 

direckly proportional to the velocity ratio 
and is increased by Lhe presence of trio wing though proportionately 

not to the same extent as that obscrvcd in i.he lift incrcncnts. Some of this 
moment increment is to be expected from the intake momentum drag but cvon 
assuming that this acts as 1.~21 as half an intake dinmeter above the entry 
plane, only 7@ of the increment can be accounted for on the isolated body 
and a much smaller proportion when the wing is present. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The interaction between a uniform stream and a --clativcly large jet 
efflux emerging from the centre of tlic lower surface of a bluff body reduces 
the lift increment due to that jet, at least over the practical range of the 
ratio of flight velocity to jet velocity. Lossco of up to nt least a quarter 
of the installed thrust may be anticipated but, at velocity ratios above 
about a half, there is some lift recovery. The addition of a wing, IL. Dqrtic- 
ularly in a low position on the body, causes some additional lift loss at the 
lower values of velocity ratio though the lift rocovc.ry at the hi&or velocity 
ratios becomes greater, again particularly for the low wing but also for the 
larger span. At all velocities there are apprcciablc noso-up moment incre- 
ments which are incrcascd by the prcsenco of a wing. 

It has also been deduced +&at intake flow gives rise to :~dditional 
positive lift increments and nose-up pitching moments, with an associated 
drag which is rather greater than would be predict& from simple momentum 
considerations. The presence of a wing greatly increases the lift increments 
but has less effect, proportionately, on the moments althoudl these are also 
increased. 
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SYNBOLS 

*o 
T 

installed thrust, measured at zero mainstream velocity and zero 
incidence 

To (VJfiJo) * 

'JT theoretical efflux velocity for lifting fan model (defined from 
To =P 5TSJ) 

vJ jet efflux velocity (calculated from mass flow) 

'Jo jet efflux velocity at zero mainstresm speed 

AL . lift increment 

AD drag increment 

AM pitching moment increment 

x angle of incidence 

P density of air 

d duct exit diameter 

sJ exit area 

'i intake area 

A aspect ratio of wing 

No, Author Title, etc. 

1 Trebble, W.J.G. Exploratory wind-tunnel investigations on a bluff 
Williams, J. body containing a lifting fan. 

A.R.C. C.P. 597, April 1961 

2 Trebble, W.J.G. Unpublished M.O.A. Report. 
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No, Author Title, etc. 

3 Yhittley, D.C. On the nature of acrofoil characteristics with o 
Bissell, J.R. sink located in the upper surface including compar- 

ison of theory dth some f,u?-in-wing expcrinents. 
Eighth Anglo-American Aeronautical Conference 
September 1961. 

4 Trebble, W.J.G. X.nd-tunnel experimenes on a simple lifting-jet 
body with and. without win 

t 
9. 

A.R.C. C.P. 718, March 19 3 
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Length 
Width 

Height 

Plan area s 
Duct intake and 
exit areas 

v 
a 'D 

m 

Area (gross) 

Span 
Chord 
Section 
Height of chordline above 
lower surface of body 

UBLE 1 

Model Dimensions 

Lifting-fan model 

27.5 in. 
15.4 in. 
11.0 in. 

39.7 sq.in. 

AIT. sq.in. 

Lifting-jet model 

13.75 in, 

7.7 in. 
5.5 in. 

99.25 sq.in. 

28.75 sq.in. 

0.345 

616 and 1232 sq. in. 154 and 308 sqb in. 

30.8 and 61.6 in. 15.4 and 30.8 in. 

20 in. IO in. 

15% RAE 102 

9.5 in. 0.75 and 4.75 in. 

- IO - 
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